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Introduction

So 

Classical Mechanics Quantum Mechanics

Chaos

characterizes the rate of separation
 of infinitesimally close trajectories 



In 1984 A. Peres proposed: 
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Introduction

 This quantity is important for studies in:

•  Quantum chaos

  Quantum computer and quantum information

  Mesosocopic physics

  Decoherence

  Quantum phase transition

  Experiments: NMR, Elastic waves, microwave billiards



  Electromagnetic cavity: equivalence of 

Helmholtz and Schrodinger eq. 

438 mm 

200 mm 

Microwave cavity PRL 05 Stockmann

Introduction

Elastic waves Lobkis PRL 03

NMR Pastawski 2000



BEC- (2009) Ullah and Hoogerland 
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Elastic waves (2009) B. Taddese et al
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 Regimes of the Loschmidt echo:

•  Time regimes

  Perturbation regimes

  Initial condition

T. Gorin, T. Prosen, T. H. Seligman, and M. Znidaric (2006)
Ph. Jacquod and C. Petitjean (2009)
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 Time regimes:

•  Short times: gaussian decay

  Exponential decay

  Saturation (1/N)



Introduction

Perturbation regimes:

•  Gaussian regime

  FGR regime

  Lyapunov regime
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 Local density of states

 or ‘the strenght function’
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 Local density of states
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 Local density of states

!LDOS ! !2
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Example: LE in the Lorentz gas
F. Cucchietti, H.  Pastawski, DAW (2000)
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Universal behavior of the LDOS

Survival probabilityLet us evaluate last sum semiclassically:

the action difference evaluated along the 
unperturbed orbit starting at (q, p)

Dephasing representation (Vanicek 2006)

Wigner distribution of state i 



Universal behavior of the LDOS

Goussev et al 2008

Probability to hit the perturbed region

The last integral can be solved:
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Universal behavior of the LDOS

The LDOS is a lorentzian distribution!!!!



Universal behavior of the LDOS

•  How does this semiclassical aproximation works to 

describe the LDOS width?

  In real systems: is the LDOS a BW distribution?



Universal behavior of the LDOS

Example 1: Cat maps

Why we study the LE in cat maps?

•  Completely chaotic system

  We can use different maps with differenet

    Lyapunov exponent

  Simple to perturb

  Simple quantization



Universal behavior of the LDOS

Example 1: Cat maps

Perturbation: shear in momentum
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Universal behavior of the LDOS

Local Perturbations



Universal behavior of the LDOS

Global Perturbations

Perturbation: shear in 
Momentum and position
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Example 2: Stadium billiard



Universal behavior of the LDOS

Example 2: Stadium billiard
wavenumber



Universal behavior of the LDOS

We show that the LDOS is  a Breit-Wigner distribution 

under very general perturbations of arbitrary high 

intensity. This work demonstrates the universal response 

of quantum systems with classically chaotic dynamics.



Universal behavior of Loschmidt Echo

Is not true!!!!!!
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N=220

LDOS
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N=220
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Universal behavior of Loschmidt Echo

N=220

LDOS

How can we explain this complex behavior?



Universal behavior of Loschmidt Echo

MDC(t) ! exp("!t) MNDC(t) ! e!!NDCt

Dephasing representation (Vanicek 2006)
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Universal behavior of Loschmidt Echo

N=220

LDOS

How can we explain this complex behavior?



Universal behavior of Loschmidt Echo

M(t) = a exp(!!t) + b exp(!!NDC(t))



Universal behavior of Loschmidt Echo

N=220

LDOS

LDOS

Shear in momentum and position



Universal behaviour of Loschmidt Echo

Dependence on the initial state

Position state
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Dependence on the initial state
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Final Remarks

   The LDOS is a Breit-Wigner distribution, even for strong 
perturbations.

  We derive a semiclassical expression for the width of the LDOS which 
is shown to be very accurate for paradigmatic systems of quantum 
chaos.

   Our results demonstrate that quantum systems with classically 
chaotic dynamics react in a universal way as a consequence of 
perturbations of classical nature.



Final Remarks

  We have demonstrated the importance of the semiclassical non diagonal 
 contribution to the decay of the LE. 

 We have calculated explicitly the decay rate of this term. 

 Contrary to previous assumptions, we have shown that the decay rate of 
 the NDC can – and usually is – very different from the width of the LDOS.

 Using numerical simulations we have shown that there is an interplay  
between the DC and the NDC. As the Lyapunov exponent (chaos) increases 
the importance of the NDC becomes more visible for larger ranges of values 
of the perturbation strength.

 When the initial state is not a circular Gaussian state, the NDC clearly 
 dominates  the exponential decay of the LE for intermediate times. We have 
shown this using position states where ΓLE =ΓNDC.  


